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INTRODUCTION
The past thirty years have seen significant improvements in the efficiency of coal usage
which have contributed to reductionsin the emissions ofsmoke and other pollutants. Urban
ground level concentrations of sulphur dioxide and smoke have fallen by about 60% and
80% respectively.
The eTivironmental consequences of burning coal are much less than theyused to be, but
this does not mean there is complacency on the part of the coal industry. British Coal is
firmly committed to a research effort aimed at furthering the substantial environmental
improvements already achieved.
British Coal currently spends about £22 million per year on coal-utilisation research and
development, of which an important part is aimed at minimising the environmental impact
of burning coal. This can be achieved in rwo ways: reducing emissions from existing,
conventional coal-fired plant, and developing new technologies which enable coal to be
handled and burned not only more cleanly and efficiently, but also at lower cost.

ROLEOFCRE
The Coal Research Establishment is
responsible for carrying out British Coal's
research and development programme on the use
of coal. It covers a wide field of activities and
includes many environmental topics. These take
the form of laboratory studies, field trials,
collaborative workwith organisations such as the
CEGB and funding external studies such as that by
the Royal Society, on the Acidification of Surface
Waters.
An imponant pan of CRE's role is to provide
information on the environmental aspects of coal
use to the British Coal Corporation and to coal
users. Evidence has been provided to Select
Committees (including the Commons Committee
on the Environment and the Lords Committee on
the European Communities) and to non·
governmental groups such as the Commission on
Energy and the Environment, and the Watt
Committee on Energy.
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British Coal's sales in 1986-7 were as follows:
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In recent years an increasing proportion of
sales has been for power generation which is now
by far the largest market. In the same year the
CEGB's fuel use was:Coal
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Of particular importance at present is the issue
of emissions legislation for combustion plant.
Staff from CRE and the Marketing, Scientific
Control and Operational Research departments of
British Coal have been assessing the implications
ofproposed European legislation for the Corporation and for the country as a whole. CRE liaises
closely with HM Inspectorate of Pollution who
have the task of implementingthe European legis·
lation within the UK. The inspectorate is advised
of the costs of pollution control and the exact
status of control technologies for the different
types of coal utilisation processes. Badly couched
legislation could have devastating effects oncer·
tain industries where fuel costs are a major
element, and may result in production being
transferred overseas.

Total

%

It is evident that coal is by far the most impon·
ant fuel used for electricity generation in the U.K.
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EMISSIONS FROM COAL COMBUSTION
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Emissions from coal combustion
When coal is burned the principal gaseous
products are oxides of carbon, sulphur and
nitrogen, and water. In addition niirogenfromthe
combustion air and unusedoxygen is emiued. Ash
residues fromcoal combustion are either depos-

ited as lumps (sometimes slag) within the
combustor or are entrained as fine panicles (fly
ash) in the waste gases. Ash comprises the mineral
mauer and trace species present in coal.

Smoke
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Smoke forms when the combustion of coal is
incomplete. Up to the 1950s emissions from 1he
large number of domestic coal fires in British
cities combined, under cenain atmospheric conditions, to produce ihe phenomenon known as
"smog". Smogs are nowabsent from this country,
reflecting the success of the Clean Air Acts (in
1956 and 1968) which allowed local authorities
to introduce smokeless zones in built-up areas.
The development of manufactured smokeless
fuels together with sales of naturally smokeless
coal (anthracite) produced in South Wales has
enabled British Coal to supply cleaner fuels to

urban consumers: people can still enjoy a "real
fire"without emiuing excessive smoke from 1heir
chimney. Smokeless fuels now account for nearly
two-fifths oftotal solid fuel sales intothe domestic
market. In addition, since the 1970s British Coal,
in conjunciion with leading boiler manufacturers,
has developed a number of appliances which are
able to burn a wide range of non-smokeless, bitu·
minous coals with an overall smoke emission no
greater ihan burning smokeless fuels on an open
fire. A new range of underfeed-stoker domesiic
boilers developed by CRE is now coming on 10
the market.

Gaseous Emissions
Sm()l(e: emlslk>nt !tom co.i combuallon and avet""age urNn coneentrallona

Coal, like mosi fossil fuels, contains sulphur,
which during combustion is almosi all convened
to sulphur dioxide. Nitrogen oxides are also
formed during ihe combusiion process and 1hese
gases 1oge1her wiih hydrocarbons produced
mainly fromvehicles can form ozone in sunlight.
Ozone has been implicaied in the issue of tree
damage panicularly in Central Europe.
All of these gases are involved in ihe formaiion
of 'acid rain'. The process by which it is formed is
complex and not fully understood bur it has been
taking place to some degree for many years.
As power stations are the main users of coal,
effort to reduce emissions of 1hese gases is
concentrated on 1hem. Al conventional power stations, the mosi cost -effective means of limiting
sulphur dioxide emissions is to fit flue gas

desulphurisation (FGD) equipment. In 1986, ihe
CEGB announced thai FGD equipment is to be
insialled at three of i1s exisiing power stations,
and 1ha1 it will install FGD ai all new coal-fired
power staiions, including those proposed al Wesi
Burton and Fawley. This FGD plant at each such
base-load power siation will remove up to 90,000
tonnes of sulphur perannum from flue gases when
burning typical UKcoals with a sulphur content
of 1.6%.
Progress 1owards reducing nitrogen oxide
emissions from conventional power stations is
being made with the development of multi-stage
burners which control the mix of air and fuel
in the combustion chamber in such a way as to
minimise the formation of nitrogen oxides.
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Sulphur Oxides (SOx)
The emission of sulphur (as sulphur dioxide)
in the UKin 1984 was as follows:Million Tonnes %of total
Power Stations
2.5
71
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50

The total has fallen from a peak of about
6 million tonnes per year in about 1970, partly
because coal has replaced high sulphur fuel oil for
power generation and cement manufacture etc.
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Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
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Nitrogen oxides emissions in the UK in 1984
came from the following sources:Million Tonnes
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The total emissions from vehicles and gas·
fired plant is increasing as the number of units
increases. Emissions from coal have not varied
widely for several decades.
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LOCH FLEET
Not only is British Coal (at CRE) engaged in
research to find ways of reducing atmospheric
pollutants, but research is also being undertaken
to show that some of the claimed effects of acid
rain can be overcome.
British Coal, in conjunction with the CEGB
and the Scottish Electricity Boards, is financing a
study to demonstrate that the water chemistry of
an acid lake can be brought into a range suitable
for trout by treatment of the catchment of the lake.
The project, begun in 1984, involves the study of
the ecology of Loch Fleet in Galloway, before

and after treatment of the catchment area with
limestone. Re-stocking the lake with fish is being
carried out in late 1987.The main programme will
end in 1989 but follow-up studies will continue
until 1994.
British Coal and the CEGB also fund another
study which is organised by the Royal Society in
conjunction with the Swedish and Norwegian
Academies of Science. This £5 million project
aims to assess the factors that influence the acidif·
ication of surface waters.

Water sampling at Loch Fleet
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MONITORING DUST EMISSIONS
The Clean Air Act 1971 laid down the maximum permi11ed levels of emissions of grit and
dust from boilers and furnaces fired by fossil fuels.
Staff at CREare equipped to respond tO requestS
from industrial customers and other coal users
to undertake measurements of grit and dust in
compliance with the Clean Air Act regulations
using British Standard methods.
The expertise built up within CRE has been
extended to cope with non-routine situations
outside those laid down in the British Standards.
Particulate mass flow measurementS for use in
combustor efficiency uials, and evaluation of particle arrestors, are frequently undertaken.

Methods have also been developed to measure
high concentrations of dust in small ductS when
operating at temperatures up t0 IOOO'C and
pressures of several atmospheres.
For ambient dust sampling other techniques
are used. These measurements are performed tO
ensure, for example, that the occupational dust
concentrations are not exceeded. Typical of the
measurements undertaken are respirable dust (of
size less than 5 microns), coke oven fumes and
asbestos dust.

Emissions Monitoring Laboratory
The Coal Research Establishment has
designed and built a mobile laboratory to carry
out the monitoring of stack gases fromindustrial
coal -fired plants. The laboratory contains flue gas
analysers and associated sampling equipment tO
enable accurate measurements of flue gas
constituentS t0 be made. Gas concentrations are
immediately displayed on a chart recorder and a
data logging computer. The computer is further
used to st0re all basic emissions data, t0 calculate
the average constituent concentration over any
test period, and to estimate the total gaseous

emissions from each plant.
The equipment is housed in a 6.5 tonne
Mercedes-Benz 6080 integral van. The basic
vehicle was modified to provide a modern
laboratory environment.
Flue gases from a combustor are drawn
through a heated sample line t0 the sampling
system and then to the gas analysers in thevehicle.
Concenuations of hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides,
water vapour, sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide and oxygen are measured.

Sampling gases from a fluidised bed boiler
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON BUILDINGS
Following recent concern about the possible
contribution of acid deposition to the deterioration of hist0ric buildings, such as Lincoln Cathe·
dral, British Coal has participated in the Building
Effects Review Group set up by the UK
Department of the Environment. CREis co-ordin·
ating British Coal's effort on a National Materials
Exposure Programme within this group. This has
involved the selection, commissioningandoperation of five sites at which standard samples of
building materials (stones and metals) are
exposed, while meteorological and pollutant
conditions are monitored. Monitoring at each site

includes determinations of S02 and nitrogen
oxides concentrations, measurement of rainfall
and its pH, temperature, humidity and wind speed
and direction.
The CRE monitoring site has also been
selected for use within a United Nations international materials monitoring programme. This will
require exposure of additional materials and is
scheduled to commence soon.
CRE is also funding laborat0ry studies at the
University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology intothe effects ofpollutants on building materials.

Materials exposure site at C.R.E.

TRACE ELEMENTS
Over recent years, concern has been
expressed about the possible hazard to health and
environmental effects of the small quantities of
elements such as lead, cadmium and arsenic
which occur in fossil fuels. CRE has been measuring the emissions of these elements from
industrial coal-fired plant.
Studies showed that the amount of trace
elements emitted depends more on the efficiency
of the flue gas cleaning equipment than on the
method of firing. In general, rates of emission 10
atmosphere are very low. For fluidised bed

combustionunits, measurements have shown that
methods ofreducingemissionsof other pollutants
(e.g. adding limestone to absorb S02 or staging
combustionto suppress the formationofNO.) are
unlikely to change emissions of trace elements
sufficiently to justify anyconcern about hazards to
health.
Further measurements will be carried out as
necessary to ensure that new or modified coal
combustion technologies do not present a hazard
with regard to trace element emissions.
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CONTROL OF DUST

Coal delivery and handling

Containerised coal handling plant

Inlet/ Outlet casing

Modern coal handling equipment has made a
major contribution to the ease and cleanliness
with which coal can be used, particularly in
industry. Coal canbe delivered,stored and burned
without any release of dust and fully protected
from the weather.
Deliveries can be made by tipper truck or
container lorry. A range of receiving bunkers is
available that will feed coal via mechanical or
pneumatic systems tostorage bunkers. Pneumatic
delivery vehicles can blow coal directly to lowcost storage plant and are able to supply to
premises with difficult access or elevated storage.
Various designs of silos with a capacity up to
1,000 tonnes are available, which can be erected
on small congested sites.
Anumber ofpneumatic transport systems have
been developed for coal. Lean-phase systems

Clean gas

aerate coal which can then be blown or sucked
along a pipeline. Recent developments include a
suction nozzle that can lift coal from a stockpile.
Dense-phase systems operate at higher
pressure, and blow a slug of coal along a pipe
intermiHently. These systems, which are most
suitable for smalls grade coal, minimise degradation of the coal and wear on the pipework, and
make the operation of an industrial boiler plant
straightforward.
Ash can be automatically removed from
combustors by dry systems which employ mainly
lean-phase pneumatic conveying techniques. If
the ashis in the form ofclinker it is crushed before
transport.
Another approach is to quench ash in water
and then remove it either with a conveyor or in a
flowing stream of water.

Cyclones
In a cyclone, the particulate ma!!er is separated from the gas stream by centrifugal forces
generated within a vortex.
Cyclone collectors have comparatively low
collection efficiencies, especially for the finer
dusts. Measurements made by CRE have shown
that collection efficiencies for cyclone collectors

are typically 80-95%for dusts from most types of
coal-fired industrial boiler.
CRE has demonstrated atechnique forimproving the performance of cyclone collectors. The
method involves drawing oIT a proportion of the
gas flow (typically10-15%) from thesolidsoITtake
and passing it through a bag filter.

Electrostatic Precipitators
Du s~ outlet to

THREE DIMENSIONAL VIEW OF
A MULTICYCLONE

hopper

~
CRE

Electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) work by
impartingacharge tothe dustparticles which then
move towards a plate with the opposite charge,
where they can be collected.
CRE has a programme of work to study
electrostatic precipitation performance. Using a
pilot-scale unit, it is intended to investigate the

behaviour of the equipment when collecting "difficult" dusts produced by combustors being
operated under low-NO./SO, conditions. The
objective of the programme is to develop techniques for optimising the electrical resistivity of
such dusts for improved collectionby the precipi·
tator.
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Bag Filters
Compressed
air valves

Bag filters are capable of providing very high
collection efficiencies - bener than 99% at
2 microns particle size. CRE is involved in the
selection of cloth materials, bag cleaning
procedures and materials of construction
necessary to ensure reliable and efficient operation. Bythe careful selection of fibres and surface
finishes, it is possible to find cloths which have

good dust -release characteristics and which stand
up to chemical attack.
Field trials on different bag material, under
varying boiler load conditions, are in progress at
a fluidised bed boiler installation at a nursery at
Marden, Herefordshire. PTFE bags have been
found to be suitable for temperatures up to 230' C
and glass fibre bags for up to 260'C.

Tubular
fabric
filter sleeves

I Dust d isposal by flap
't valve or rotary valve
SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF
REVERSE JET BAG FILTER

~
CRE

Grass germination tests on ash

Waste Disposal

Leacbing trials on PFBC ash

An ash residue is inevitably produced when
coal is burned andthe various combustion systems
- pulverised fuel, stoker grate firing, cyclone
furnace and fluidised bed combustion (FBC) generate residues with different characteristics.
Fluidised beds may produce a range of residues,
depending on whether or not limestone or
dolomite is used as a means of controlling sulphur
dioxide emissions, or whether the combustor is
operated under atmospheric (AFBC) or
pressurised (PFBC) conditions. In addition a
variety of flue gas desulphurisation (FGD)
processes are being developed which also
produce solid wastes.
Studies are being undertaken at CRE to identify suitable disposal schemes for the newer
residues.
As pan of this exercise an extensive data bank
is being established on the physical, chemical and
minerological characteristics of these FBC and
FGD residues. The main environmental concern
is generally the leaching of soluble componen!S,

particularly trace elements, from the residue into
surface and ground waters. Investigations are
therefore being carried out to assess the leaching
behaviour of a range of residues both in the
laboratory and at a pilot-scale field site.
Restoration ofash disposalsites serves tominimise the environmental impact of ash disposal.
Where it is part of a land reclamation scheme, ash
disposal can be of direct benefit. Plant growth
experimen!S are being undertaken to investigate
the factors influencing the growth of vegetation
on PFBC ash and how this affeC!S landscape
development.
Utilisation of residues is a more desirable
solution than disposal, hence effortS are being
made to establish commercial outlets for residues
produced from coal-fired plan!S, particularlyFBC
and FG Dresidues. Apromisingoutlet for FBCash
is as a fuel additive in brickmaking. The self.
hardening properties of PFBC ash mean that it
could be used as a road base material without the
need for cement binders.
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CONTROL OF SOx
When coal is burned, about 90% of its sulphur
is convened to sulphur dioxide (S0 2), most of the
rest combines with minerals in the coal ash to
form solid compounds, and a small amount of
sulphur trioxide (SO,) gas is also produced. S0 2

is an acid gas and can be neutralised by alkalis
such as limestone or lime.
The quantity of sulphur released to the
atmosphere can be reduced by coal cleaning,
during combustion, or by FGD.

Coal Clea n ing
About half of the sulphur in coal occurs as iron
sulphides which are usually present in the form
of very small panicles. These can be panially
removed by physical processes, butonly if the coal
is finely ground and coal losses are accepted.

The remaining sulphur is pan of the coal
molecules and cannot be removed by physical
processes. Hence it is practicable to remove only
some 5-30% of sulphur by physical processes,
such as washing.

Removing Sulphur during Combustion
Lime can be injected into pulverised fuel
boilers but it is not very effective when injected
directly into the flame, as the temperature is too
high for lime to react with S0 2• New designs of
burners, which are primarily aimed at reducing
NO. formation, operate with conditions more
favourable for capturing sulphur. Nevenheless
there may be adverse effects on boiler efficiency,
fouling, and dust-removal equipment, and extra
quantities of ash must be handled and disposed
of. Some ofthese problems can be reduced iflime
is injected into gas ducts downstream of the boiler
tubebanks.
In boilers with chain grate or similar stokers,
lime canbe mixed with the fuel or injected above
the bed. Work at CRE on this technique has
demonstrated that a modest reduction in S02

levels is possible and that the temperature and
limestone panicle size are imponant.
Fluidised bed boilers, because of their rela·
tivelylow operating temperatures and good mix·
ing of gas and solids, are panicularly suited to
sulphur reduction by limestone addition. The
degree of removal depends on the depth of the
bed and the ratio of limestone to coal used, but
removal rates up to about 70% are possible in
suitably designed industrial plant. The first coalfired industrial demonstration boiler in the UK
to include S02 control by the use of a bed of
limestone, has been installed at an !Cl works at
Huddersfield. The unit which has a capacity of 30
MW(th) (45,000 tonnes of coal per year)
incorporates technology developed at CRE and
will be fully operational by the end of 1987.
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ASH

STACK

Flu e Gas Desulphurisation (FGD)

Fluidised bed boiler at IC! Huddersfield

The most well-established methods ofsulphur
removal involve the treatment of the waste gas
from combustors with alkalis to absorb 50 2• Many
processes exist and several are in commercial use
in the USA, Germany, Japan and elsewhere.
Areview of FGD processes potentially applicable to industrial plant such as the dry lime spray,
dry sodiumalkali scrubbing, and in-duct injection
techniques is in progress. Each process has its
merits which need to be carefully evaluated.
Detailed costing studies for these industrial-scale
FGDprocesses have shown sulphur abatement to
be expensive in terms ofcost pertonne of sulphur
removed, relative to the costs for FG D on the
power station scale.
Flue gas from a coal-fired combustion unit at
CRE will be treated in a FGD pilot rig to be
installed in early 1988. This rig will be used to
demonstrate FGD using British coals, and to
obtain waste products for detailed examination
with respect to their disposal in an environmentally satisfactory manner.
Work at CRE is under way to characterise the
wastes from several FGD processes and assess
appropriate methods for disposal or utilisation.
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CONTROL OF NOx
Nitrogen Oxides
When coal is burned nitrogen oxides are
formed both from nitrogen compounds in the coal
(fuel NO,) and from nitrogen and oxygen in the
air (thermal NO.). Conventional pulverised fuel
burners produce about 1000 mg/m3 (approx 500
ppm) in the waste gas but a limit of 650 mg/m 3 is
likely to be imposed on new UK power stations.
British coal contains from 1.3 to 1.9% of
nitrogen with an average of J.6%hence there is
little scope for reducing NO, by the selection of
coal. Moreover, because nitrogen is organically
bound within the coal structure, reduction by
physical pre·treatment is not possible.
Many techniques have been studied for reduc·
ing NO., most of which involve modifying the
flame characteristics, although flue gas treatment

TERTIARYAIR
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is also possible. For large pulverised.fuel plant
the most promising method is the use of low NO,
burners, and the CEG Bhas embarked on a10-year
programme costing about£ 170 million tochange
the burners in 12 of the largest coal-fired power
stations to low NO, designs. The result of this will
be to reduce emissions from these stations by
about one third.
As the major supplier of coal to the CEGB,
British Coal is concerned that its coal will perform
satisfactorilyin the new burners. Trials of several
power station grade coals are in progress at
Fiddler's Ferry, Eggborough and Drax power stations, and laboratory methods are being
developed for assessing the qualiry of coals for
low NO, burners.
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STAGED COMBUSTION

Staged Combustion
When coal is burned the formation of NO, is
minimised if combustionbegins in a region where
the air supply is restricted. More air can then be
progressively mixed with the burning fuel until
combustion is complete.
In pulverised fuel burners several air inlet
ports are used to achieve this result. By so controll·
ing the introduction of the combustion air it is
possible to maintain good combustion of the fuel
and minimise the formation of thermal NO, from
the combustion air. Some recirculation of flue gas
through the combustion zone can also be used to
limit NO, production.
Bubbling fluidised beds operate at relatively
low temperatures (less than 1000' C) and hence
generate little thermal NO,. Staged combustion
can be used to reduce fuel NO, if a proportion of
the primary combustion air is fed into the space
above the bed. Not all the combustion occurs in

the bed, but the chemically reducing conditions
retard the oxidation of fuel nitrogen to NO.. Most
of the remaining carbon and volatiles are burned
above the bed. NO, reductions of between 30 and
50%have been demonstrated at CRE in fluidised
beds by this staged combustion technique. The
method usually results in reduced combustion
efficiency and work is in hand to investigate
changes in operational procedures to improve
carbon burn-out.
Afurther design of combustor which is being
developed at CRE for both boilers and furnaces is
the fluidised-bed combustor/pyrolyser.
In this design a fluidised bed is divided into
two pans, one of which has a restricted air supply
while the other has an excess of air. When gases
from the two beds mix, a secondary combustion
occurs producing a very hot gas which contains
low levels of NOx.
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Circulating Beds
A recent development of fluidised bed
technology is the conceptof the circulating or fast
bed. In this system the fluidising velocity is high
and a large pan of the bed material is blown out
of the combustion zone and then returned to the
primary combustor via a heat exchanger. In many
designs some of the combustion air is injected
further up the combustor to minimise NO,
production.
Ahhough more expensive to manufacture and
run than bubbling beds, circulating fluidised beds
offer a number of operational advantages. The
combustion and heat exchange zones are sepa·
rated, so there are less harsh demands on the

materials ofconstruction. The plant produces low
levels of NO., typically100·300 mg/m3, at a high
combustion efficiency, and a high degree of
sulphur capture is possible with efficient use of a
sorbent.
The Coal Research Establishment has
provided technical support 10 Foster Wheeler
Power Products Ltd in the design, development
and commissioning of two circulating fluidised
bed boilers installed in the British Isles. A
different design is being developed by Babcock
Energy, and CRE is also providing technical
support for this project.

Ammonia Injection
M.8.F.B. COMBUSTIOH UNIT

Another technique for NO, reduction is 10
inject ammonia into a combusror where it reacts
with the NO, in the flue gas and reduces it to
nitrogen:

The optimum temperature for the reaction is
about IOOO'C, without catalysts, which makes the
technique ideal for use in a fluidised bed.
Experimental work has shown that substantial
reductions in NO, emissions are possible-especially under conditions of staged combustion.

Funher development work is required to determine whether the method is a cost-effective
technology for the control of NO, from fluidised
beds.
Ammonia can reduce NO, 10 nitrogen at
temperatures much lower than lOOO'C in the
presence of selected catalysts. Treatment of the
flue gas downstream from the economiser at
temperatures in the region 350'C-400'Cis now
a demonstrated, though very expensive,
technology. Reductions of NO, levels by about
80% have been achieved by this technique
overseas.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Combined Cycles
For the longer term, research is well under
way to develop advanced combustion systems for
power stations which will reduce sulphur dioxide
emissions to much lower levels, whilst avoiding
the efficiency and cost penalties of fitting conven. tional power stations with FGD equipment. The
most promising technologies are those based on
combined cycle operation in which the steam
turbine of conventional power stations is linked
with a gas turbine. The gas turbine can be fired
by a pressurised combustion system such as that
under investigation by British Coal in acombined

£28m project with the CEGB on pressurised fluidised bed combustion. Alternatively, the gas
turbine could be fired by a fuel gas produced
from coal. These technologies have the promise
of increasing the efficiency of the production of
electricity from coal and at the same time dealing
effectivelywith environmental requirements. The
relative merits of the various options available
for combined cycle generation are under active
investigation, including practical studies and feasibility assessments in collaboration with manufacturers of power station boilers.

Pressurised Fluidised Bed Combustion
Pressurised fluidised beds can be used to
advantage for power generation and British Coal
have been developing the equipment in
collaborationwith others for several years.
After initial work at CRE and the Coal Utilisation Research Laboratory an 80 MW combustion
rest facility was built at Grimethorpe under the
auspices of the International Energy Agency and
financed by the UK, USA and West Germany in a
programme costing £60 million.
This stage of the work was successfully
completed in 1984 and since that time a further
programme has been undertaken jointly by British
Coal and the CEGB. Part of this new work has
been carriedout on a2MW combustor at CRE and
has included dust removal studies and rests to
investigate the effectiveness of a range of UK

limestones for sulphur removal. All were found
capable of retaining about 90% of the sulphur in
the bed with economically acceptable quantities
of limestone, particularly if some of the fine ash
is recycled.
The experimental combustor at CRE is also
being used in the joint PFBC programme to
develop and demonstrate techniques to reduce
the level of nitrogen oxides even further. One of
the techniques being tested is 10 supply
combustion air to the fluidised bed in stages. The
CRE combusror has been modified to allow the
injection of air at various levels in the bed to
create staged combustion conditions. Preliminary
results indicate that a substantial reduction in
emissions of nitrogen oxides, perhaps as low as
250 mg/m 3, can be achieved.

PFBC Test rig at CRE
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Gasification
Coal gasification is a means of providing a
clean fuel gas for industrial process heating appli·
carions, chemicals production and power genera·
tion. The gas is produced by reacting coal with
gasifying agentS, usuallyair or oxygen and sream.
It has a major advantage in that cleaning the fuel
gas can be integrated into the gas producrion
process, both prorecting rhe gas user's plant and
minimising emissions 10 the environmenr.
The potential for replacing other fuels with
coal gasification rechnology has been recognised
worldwide wirh extensive development
programmes in Europe, the United States of
America and Japan. British Coal is developing an
air-blown, atmospheric-pressure fluidised bed
gasifier producing a low-calorific-value fuel
gas for indusrrial process hearing, and has

demonstrared ir on a scale of 12 tonnes/day.
It has been shown rhat up to 90% of the
sulphur in rhe coal can be rerained by adding
limesrone to rhe gasifier and that NO, emissions
from burning the gas are low.
For some applications a dust-free gas is
needed, hence a method has been developed to
remove dust using cyclones and a pulse-jet bag·
filrer. Means of removing traces of rar in the gas
which rend 10 block pores in the filter bags are
being investigated.
The Corporation is also investigating the use
of pressurised fluidised bed gasification as the
basis of a future generation of advanced high·
efficiency power generating systems. A high·
remperarure gas cleaning system for this use is
under developmenr.

12 t/ d Coal gasifier at CRE

CONCLUSIONS
There are, as wirh all fossil fuels, adverse
environmental consequences from burning coal
as a source of energy. Many of rhese have already
been overcome: smoke emissions are minimal
from modern combustionplant, and in smokeless
zones smokeless fuels are available so rhat
cus!Omers can srill enjoy "real fire" hearing. Preci·
pitarors, bag filters and cyclones minimise pani·
culare emissions into the armosphere from power
stations and industrial plant. FG D equipment is
being fitted to three major CEGB power stations
to reduce United Kingdom emissions of sulphur

oxides. Even more exciting are the prospectS for
new technologies which will provide a cost·
effective way to reduce emissions of sulphur and
nirrogen oxides into the environment, while
allowing power stations and industrial consumers
greater economic benefitS from burning coal.
Research by British Coal is aimed at turning these
promising technologies intoa commercial realiry,
which will allow UK coals tobe burned efficiently
and at low cost with minimal environmental
impact in the future.
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